Modern Lines
With Old School Charm
Freestanding modular kitchen furniture

Made in
Montreal,
with love

Coquo, the modular kitchen concept oﬀers freestanding furniture solutions that allow you to
customize, match and configure a unique space that meets your needs.
Our furniture is handcrafted by our artisans using the finest quality materials, all designed to stand
the test of time—with zero compromise on style.
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Keep it…for life. Think long term and
add pieces to your home that can be
reused, recycled in a new room, moved
to a new house or simply reconfigured.
A timeless design made of solid wood
and top-quality materials means that
it’s built to keep up with you.
It can take it.
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This galley kitchen configuration fits perfectly in narrower rectangular rooms and oﬀers a double work
surface. This kitchen design stands out for its layout flexibility; no need for corner storage.
1) Volitare Armoire with glass doors: C2-D-3318-1202-BK (page: 31)
2) Radix Appliance kit: C1-A-24TB-0002-BK (page: 20) / Radix Sink: Front + 2 half shelves: C1-CSK-33SB-0042-BK (page: 19)
3) Voliatre Tall shelving unit: C2-S-2418-0002-BK (page: 32)
4) Radix 3 drawers: C1-C-27TB-3002-BK (page: 16) / Radix 3 drawers: C1-C-27TB-3002-BK (page: 16)
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Whether it’s in the kitchen as a pantry, in the dining or living room as a hutch or in the
bathroom as a pharmacy, the Volitare armoire adds elegance wherever it goes. Made
of solid wood with classic details, the Volitare collection can be combined with Radix
base cabinets or left on its own to complement modern, rustic or industrial spaces alike.

Galley
kitchen

Volitare
Island

Coquo Attitude
The coquo attitude is above all a way of life; a way of arranging space in a way
that is playful and unique to you. Take time … time to invite friends over for dinner,
time to cook with love, time to enjoy the moment.
«carpe diem; coquo»
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This kitchen with a center island configuration fits perfectly in open spaces in the living or dining room
and oﬀers a lot of storage space and work surface. This kitchen design stands out for its practical and
functional quality which allows you to perform several tasks simultaneously.
1) Volitare Bin + Bin + 2 doors: C2-C-2418-0211-BK-NA (page: 27) / Volitare 1 drawer + 2 doors: C2-C-2418-1202-BK-NA (page: 25)
2) Radix 1 drawer + 2 shelves: C1-C-18TB-1022-BK (page: 15) / Radix Sink: Sink: Front + 2 half shelves: C1-CSK-33TB-0042-BK (page: 18)
Radix 3 drawers: C1-C-36TB-3002-BK (page: 16)
3) Radix Wall cabinet with glass doors: C1-W-2412-0201-NA (page: 22)
4) Volitare 2 drawers: C2-C-2424-2002-BK (page:26) / Volitare 2 drawers: C2-C-3324-2002-BK (page: 26)
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Kitchen
islands

Island or Console
The Braccas island is perfect for the kitchen but can also be great as a console
in an entrance or living room. Freestanding, sturdy and made of natural or black
stained oak, it compliments modern, industrial and rustic spaces alike.
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Our solid wood freestanding kitchen islands oﬀer an additional work surface and blend harmoniously
into your space. Combine a few modules to create your own personalized island or simply choose our
Braccas island.
1) Braccas iIsland or console with Fenix countertop: C3-T-5420-0003-NA-FTW (page: 34)
2) Volitare Tall shelving unit: C2-S-2418-0001-NA (page: 32)
3) Radix Appliance kit: C1-A-24TB-0003-NA (page: 20) / Radix Sink: Front + half shelf + shelf: C1-CSK-33SB-0033-NA (page: 18)
Radix 1 drawer + 2 shelves: C1-C-18SB-1023-NA (page: 17)
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1) Volitare Sink: Front + 2 doors: C2-CSK-2424-0201-NA (page: 24)
2) Volitare Open cabinet with shelf: C2-N-1824-0011-NA (page: 29)
3) Volitare 2 drawers: C2-C-2424-2001-NA (page: 26)

Bathroom

Living room
Set the tone of your living room by displaying books, plants and decorative items. Our living
room furniture and cabinets can be used as additional storage or as a coﬀee table between
two armchairs. Dare to choose coquo!
1) Volitare Bin + 2 doors: C2-C-2418-0211-BK-NA (page: 27)
2) Volitare 1 drawer + 2 doors: C2-C-2418-1202-BK-NA (page: 25)
3) Volitare Bench or low table: C2-B-2418-0001-BK (page: 30)
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From the vanity to the linen closet, the coquo storage cabinets—made of solid wood—easily
fit in your bathroom or powder room. Customize your space by choosing the plumbing fixtures
and the counter.
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coquo.ca

Be
Your
Own
Designer
Choose, move, add… personalize. Let your
personality and creativity shine through and
design your own space. Whether you have a full
kitchen to remodel, a partial kitchen to uplift or a
dining room to dress, the options are limitless
and the combinations are your own. Mixing and
matching is key.
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Radix Collection
The Radix collection is the foundation of the kitchen. Modular and freestanding, it is designed to adapt to all
configurations and includes the essential components to create your space; kitchen cabinets, sink and
storage cabinets, appliance kits, garbage cabinet, etc.
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Volitare Collection
The most versatile collection! From the kitchen cabinets, bathroom vanity to living room and dining room
furniture, you will find everything you need for your home. Oﬀered in two depths and easily adaptable to
smaller spaces, the combinations are endless; drawers, doors and trays are at your disposal. Mix and match
within the collections and explore the finish options to make it your own!
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Width: 24’’ Height: 72’’
Perfect for any room. The Volitare armoire features 3 metal shelves and one removable
metal tray. The metal feet offer 1” height adjustment. Easy to assemble and install.
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Braccas Collection
The perfect complement for any space! The braccas module can be easily integrated as a kitchen island,
high table, console or desk. In the centre of a room or against a wall, move it around and use it for multiple
purposes.
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Follow Us On Our Social
Media
#coquo_mtl

@ coquoMtl
@ coquo_mtl
@ coquo_Mtl
www.coquo.ca
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